Space-filling designs are popular choices for computer experiments. A sliced design is a design that can be partitioned into several subdesigns. We propose a new type of sliced spacefilling design called sliced rotated sphere packing designs. Their full designs and subdesigns are rotated sphere packing designs. They are constructed by rescaling, rotating, translating and extracting the points from a sliced lattice. We provide two fast algorithms to generate such designs. Furthermore, we propose a strategy to use sliced rotated sphere packing designs adaptively. Under this strategy, initial runs are uniformly distributed in the design space, follow-up runs are added by incorporating information gained from initial runs, and the combined design is space-filling for any local region. Examples are given to illustrate its potential application.
Introduction
Space-filling designs whose points are uniformly scattered in the design space are popular choices for computer experiments (Santner et al., 2003; Sacks et al., 1989) . In this work, we consider designs which contain points in [0, 1] p . The separation distance of a design D is min x 1 ,x 2 ∈D,x 1 =x 2
and the fill distance of a design D is
As discussed in Johnson et al. (1990) and Haaland et al. (2017) , designs with high separation distance or low fill distance have some optimal or asymptotically optimal characteristics that are desirable for computer experiments. Many space-filling designs are Latin hypercube designs, which achieve optimal one-dimensional projective uniformity (McKay et al., 1979) . Maximin distance Latin hypercube designs (Morris and Mitchell, 1995) , which are generated by numerically maximizing the separation distance within the class of Latin hypercube design, are popular among space-filling designs.
Lattice-based designs are another type of space-filling designs (Heitmann et al., 2016; He, 2016 He, , 2017 . A lattice is the collection of infinitely many orthogonal or nonorthogonal grid points, and a lattice-based design consists of the lattice points that are located in the design space.
Lattice-based designs have identical structure at any local area and are therefore space-filling globally and locally. In particular, rotated sphere packing designs are constructed by rescaling, rotating and translating the lattice that has asymptotically lowest fill distance (He, 2016) .
If a space-filling design can be partitioned into several space-filling subdesigns, we call the full design, together with the slicing rule, a sliced space-filling design Wu, 2009). Qian (2012) proposed sliced Latin hypercube designs whose full designs and subdesigns are Latin hypercube designs. Later, Ba et al. (2015) proposed optimal sliced Latin hypercube designs whose full designs and subdesigns are Latin hypercube designs with high separation distances. For illustration, an optimal sliced Latin hypercube design in two dimensions is presented in Figure 1 (a).
Other types of sliced space-filling designs are proposed by Qian and Wu (2009) Liu and Liu (2015) ; Hwang et al. (2016) , among others. These designs are useful for computer experiments with quantitative and qualitative variables Deng et al., 2016) , computer experiments with multiple levels of accuracy , and model validation (Zhang and Qian, 2013) .
In this paper, we propose a new class of sliced space-filling design called sliced rotated sphere packing designs. Their full designs and subdesigns are rotated sphere packing designs. Sliced rotated sphere packing designs are constructed based on sliced lattices, which are lattices that can be partitioned into several sublattices. An example of sliced rotated sphere packing design in two dimensions is displayed in Fig. 1(b) . We provide two algorithms to construct sliced rotated sphere packing designs. The first algorithm partitions an ordinary rotated sphere packing design and the second algorithm enlarges an ordinary rotated sphere packing design. Both algorithms are simple without any numerical steps. The full design and subdesigns of a sliced rotated sphere packing design achieve the same degree of uniformity as ordinary rotated sphere packing designs that are based on the same type of lattice. While any type of lattice can be sliced, we provide a spacefilling type of sliced lattice, based on which sliced rotated sphere packing designs achieve better separation distances by (1) than optimal sliced Latin hypercube designs for low-dimensional cases.
Sliced rotated sphere packing designs are also useful as sequential or adaptive designs. Usually, computer experiments are carried out sequentially. Many sequential space-filling designs distribute points uniformly in the design space for both initial and follow-up runs (Qian, 2009; Qian and Ai, 2010; He and Qian, 2011; Xu et al., 2015; Kong et al., 2016) . However, as we gain more knowledge on the input-output system, we may find some regions more interesting for further investigation than others. This requires adaptive designs that can incorporate information gained from completed computer runs. One such example is sequential minimum energy designs whose points are representative of a probability density. By assigning higher density for more interesting areas, we can obtain nonuniform designs that focus on critical areas. Such designs are adaptive if the density function is set based on information gained from completed computer runs.
Similar to the idea of sequential minimum energy designs, we propose a strategy to use sliced rotated sphere packing designs adaptively. Under this strategy, design points are generated with two densities, a higher density for more interesting regions and a lower density for the remaining space, with the high density region chosen adaptively based on information gained from initial runs that are uniformly distributed in the design space. Unlike most adaptive design methods that search for optimal next-point-to-add from the whole design space, we propose to search over a short list of candidate follow-up runs. Because of separation distance properties among all initial and candidate follow-up runs, the generated points are space-filling globally for low density regions and locally for high density regions. Furthermore, adjacent points of sliced rotated sphere packing designs are connected with special rules which may simplify the definition of high density region. As a result, this strategy is useful for emulation of nonstationary computer experiments and optimization of computer experiments.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives preliminary mathematical results on lattices and sliced lattices. In Section 3, we give the algorithms to construct sliced rotated sphere packing designs. In Section 4, we compare sliced rotated sphere packing designs with other classes of sliced designs numerically. In Section 5, we give the strategy to use sliced rotated sphere packing designs adaptively and show its applications. Conclusions and discussion are provided in Section 6. Proofs are given in the appendix.
Lattices and sliced lattices
In this section, we give necessary definitions and results of lattices and sliced lattices. 
The density and thickness of a lattice is the volume of one ball with packing and covering radius, respectively, divided by the volume of one Voronoi cell. Lattice-based designs with highest possible density and lowest possible thickness have asymptotically optimal separation distance and fill distance, respectively.
In this paper, we focus on two types of lattices, A p and A * p . The A p is called the p-dimensional zero-sum root lattice, with one possible generator matrix
where I p is the p × p identity matrix and J p is the p × p matrix with all entries being one. The A * p is called the dual of the p-dimensional zero-sum root lattice, with one generator matrix
The A p and A * p are equivalent when p = 2. Their densities and thicknesses for 2 ≤ p ≤ 10 are given in Tables 1 and 2 , respectively. The A * p has the best known thickness for 2 ≤ p ≤ 22 and the A p has the best known density for p = 2 and 3. He (2016) recommended to use A * p for constructing rotated sphere packing designs, but as can be seen from the table, both lattices are substantially more space-filling than Z p . For a comprehensive review of lattices, see Conway and Sloane (1998) or Zong (1999) . proper subgroup of a lattice L. For any q ∈ L, the set K ⊕ q = {k + q : k ∈ K} is called a coset of K. If Q is a finite subset of L and any coset of K can be uniquely expressed by K ⊕ q with a q ∈ Q, then the cosets of K partition L and we call (L, K, Q) a sliced lattice.
It is not hard to see that any lattice L can be partitioned into sublattices. Suppose G is a generator matrix of L and z is an integer greater than one. Let K denote the lattice generated from zG, then (L, K, {0, . . . , z − 1} p ) is a sliced lattice with z p slices. Despite its simplicity,
is not useful for medium to large p due to its large number of slices.
A more practical type of sliced lattice is (A * p , A p , B), where B = {u 0 , . . . , u p } and u j is the p-vector with the first j elements being one and other elements being zero. Here u 0 is the zero vector. Proposition 1 below shows that (A * p , A p , B) is a sliced lattice with p + 1 slices. Proposition 1. Let L and K be the lattices generated by M * p in (3) and
T is an integer vector with a i "adult" points and the remaining points of L "baby" points. For a given baby point, the adult points nearest to it are called the "parents" of the baby point and the baby point is called a "child" of its parents. As shall be shown in Section 5, the parent-child relation is useful for adaptive designs. Proposition 2 below gives the parent-child relation of the (A * p , A p , B) sliced lattice.
is a sliced lattice where L and K are generated by M * p in (3) and
Construction

Construction of rotated sphere packing designs
Before proposing our algorithms to construct sliced rotated sphere packing designs, we first give a brief review of the construction of rotated sphere packing designs proposed in He (2016) . A rotated sphere packing design is a finite set of points generated from rescaling, rotating, translating and extracting the points from a lattice. With p, n and the generator matrix G given, the algorithm has five major steps:
1. Obtain a rotation matrix R, which is a p × p orthogonal matrix.
2. Obtain a large design given by E = FGR, where F is an integer matrix sufficiently large such that {f
where l = (nΩ p /Θ) 1/p ρ c , Ω p is the volume of one unit sphere in R p , Θ is the thickness of the lattice and ρ c is the covering radius of the lattice.
3. Search for a perturbation vector δ = (δ 1 , . . . , δ p ) T ∈ Vor(0) such that there are exactly n points of E contained in the region ⊗
where Vor (0) is the Voronoi cell of (0, . . . , 0) ∈ E. A theorem in He (2016) guarantees the existence of such δ.
4. Obtain the design D by extracting points ofẼ/l + 1/2 that lie in [0, 1] p , whereẼ is the matrix obtained by adding δ T to rows of E.
5. Repeat Steps 1-4 for w times and select the (R, δ) combination that maximizes the empirical projected uniformity measured by the criterion ψ
In He (2016) , G is recommended to be M * p in (3). A Givens rotation R p (i, j, α) is the p × p identity matrix with the (i, i)th, (i, j)th, (j, i)th and (j, j)th elements being replaced by cos(α), − sin(α), sin(α) and cos(α), respectively. For p = 2, R = I 2 and w = 1 was recommended. For p > 2, it was recommended to use w = 100 and generate Rs randomly by multiplying p(p −1)/2 sequential Givens rotations with α sampled independently and uniformly from [0, 2π].
Construction of sliced rotated sphere packing designs
We now give two algorithms to construct sliced rotated sphere packing designs based on a sliced lattice (L, K, Q) and an ordinary rotated sphere packing design. The algorithms are general for any type of sliced lattice. Let G and H be the generator matrices of L and K, respectively, and assume Q = {q 1 , . . . , q s } with
The first algorithm partitions an L-based rotated sphere packing design with the following three steps:
1. Obtain D, an ordinary G-based rotated sphere packing design with n points as in Section 3.1, and express its points as
2. Determine the coset a
The sliced rotated sphere packing design is given by (D 1 , . . . , D s ). This algorithm is suitable for simultaneous construction of sliced rotated sphere packing designs.
The second algorithm enlarges a K-based rotated sphere packing design with the following five steps:
1. Obtain D 1 , an ordinary H-based rotated sphere packing design with n 1 points as in Section 3.1, and express its points as
3. Obtain the design D by extracting points ofẼ/l + 1/2 that lie in [0, 1] p , whereẼ is the matrix obtained by adding δ T to rows of E.
Determine the coset a
The sliced rotated sphere packing design is given by (D 1 , . . . , D s ). This algorithm is appealing for sequential experiments in which the adult points are given by D 1 and the baby points are given by ∪ s k=2 D k . From both algorithms, the desired sliceable structure comes with no lose of uniformity and little extra computation. The full design achieves the same degree of uniformity as an ordinary Lbased rotated sphere packing design while the subdesigns achieve the same degree of uniformity as ordinary K-based rotated sphere packing designs. Although the algorithms are applicable to arbitrary sliced lattices, the resulted sliced design is space-filling only if its underlying sliced lattice is space-filling. As a result, in this paper we focus on (A * p , A p , B)-based sliced rotated sphere packing designs. We can define the parent-child relation of sliced rotated sphere packing designs similarly to that for sliced lattices. We illustrate the parent-child relation of an (A * 2 , A 2 , B)-based sliced rotated sphere packing design in Figure 2 .
Let n j denote the number of points for D j and n = n j , the first algorithm allows n to be pre-specified and the second algorithm allows n 1 to be pre-specified. However, neither algorithm allows us to simultaneously set the values of (n 1 , . . . , n s ). This is a major limitation of sliced rotated sphere packing designs. In some applications the balance property that n 1 = · · · = n s may be important. The balance property of a sliced design D can be measured by the criterion
Recall that in the construction algorithm of rotated sphere packing designs, we generate a number of (R, δ) randomly. n = 50. It is observed that the n 1 , . . . , n s are likely to be roughly equal but not exactly the same.
Ten of these designs achieve minimum ϕ(D), i.e., 2. If balance is the primary concern, we can choose the design with minimum ψ(D) among those 10 designs. This design is almost balanced and has n 1 = 9, n 2 = 11 and n 3 = n 4 = n 5 = 10. Meanwhile, it also achieves good projection uniformity. We can further reduce ϕ(D) by searching for δ around (R, δ) combinations that yield low ϕ(D), but we omit the details here. From our experience, it is not hard to find a balanced (A * p , A p , B)-based sliced rotated sphere packing design for p ≤ 5 with n ≤ 200. However, as p and n grow, it becomes much harder to find strictly balanced designs.
Numerical comparison on separation distance
In this section, we compare (A * p , A p , B)-based sliced rotated sphere packing designs with optimal sliced Latin hypercube designs and sliced Latin hypercube designs using the separation distance criterion by (1). As discussed, this criterion reflects the uniformity of designs and is what optimal sliced Latin hypercube designs aim to maximize. For (A * p , A p , B)-based sliced rotated sphere packing designs generated from the first algorithm, the separation distance for the full design is p 1/2 (p+1) (1−p)/(2p) n −1/p , the same to that of an ordinary A * p -based rotated sphere packing design, and the separation distance among points in the same slice is √ 2(p + 1) 1/(2p) n −1/p , the same to that of an ordinary A p -based rotated sphere packing design with n/(p + 1) points.
We obtain separation distance of the other two types of sliced designs numerically. The comparison for 2 ≤ p ≤ 10, n = 10(p + 1) and n = 40(p + 1) are shown in Figure 4 . Seen from the results, for n = 10(p + 1), sliced rotated sphere packing design is the best for 2 ≤ p ≤ 6; for n = 40(p + 1), sliced rotated sphere packing design is the best for 2 ≤ p ≤ 7.
These results were expected by us, since ordinary rotated sphere packing designs have better separation distance than maximin distance Latin hypercube designs for 2 ≤ p ≤ 6 (He, 2016), sliced rotated sphere packing designs retain the same separation distances as ordinary rotated sphere packing designs, and optimal sliced Latin hypercube designs have inferior separation distances to maximin distance Latin hypercube designs. From our experience, sliced rotated sphere packing design is more competitive as n grows. Besides, the construction of sliced rotated sphere packing designs is fast for 2 ≤ p ≤ 6. For instance, it takes 106 seconds to generate a sliced rotated sphere packing design with p = 6 and n = 600 on a laptop. To sum it, sliced rotated sphere packing designs have good distance-based properties and should be useful for applications such as computer experiments with quantitative and qualitative variables Deng et al., 2016) , computer experiments with multiple levels of accuracy , and model validation (Zhang and Qian, 2013) .
Adaptive sliced rotated sphere packing designs
In this section, we propose a strategy to use sliced rotated sphere packing designs adaptively.
Adaptive designs are widely used in many computer experiment problems including emulation of nonstationary computer experiments (Jin et al., 2002) , global optimization of black-box functions (Jones et al., 1998) , finding several promising points for response surface optimum , finding an excursion set whose output is above a target value (Chevalier et al., 2014) and estimating a percentile of the output distribution (Oakley, 2004 ). Here we focus on the emulation Many computer experiments are nonstationary. For example, Figure 5 gives the contour plot of the Franke's function . It can be seen that the output has larger volatility in the bottom-left corner than in other places. Thus, in order to obtain an overall accurate emulator, a space-filling design with denser points in the bottom-left corner is desired. The major challenge here is to identify the high volatility region based on limited computer runs. Although
Gaussian process emulators can give variance estimates for any position in the design space, a stationary Gaussian process model will not yield high variance estimate for high volatility regions. One notable nonstationary Gaissuan process model is the treed Gaussian process model which partitions the design space based on volatility and fit different Gaussian process models separately (Gramacy and Lee, 2008 ). An adaptive design approach using treed Gaussian process model was proposed in Gramacy and Lee (2009) . However, from our experience, this approach does not work well for small sample sizes. Another cross-validation based approach was pro-posed in Jin et al. (2002) which has three major steps below:
1. Carry out initial runs that come from a maximin distance Latin hypercube design.
2. Fit Gaussian process emulators using completed runs and add follow-up runs one-by-one.
Let the cross-validation error be defined by
where n is the number of completed runs,f (x n+1 ) is the predicted outcome from emulating all completed runs andf −i (x n+1 ) is the predicted outcome without using the ith run. Let
The new point x n+1 shall maximize g(x n+1 ) where
3. Stop when a certain number of points are added or sup x g(x) goes below a value.
In this algorithm, high e(x) implies high volatility around x and high min
x − x i implies good interpoint distance. As a result, the added runs tend to locate in high volatility regions and not too close to any completed run.
Finding the response surface minimum is another important objective for computer experiments. A related objective is to find several promising points for response surface minimum. The promising points can be further investigated by extra experiments based on same or different responses. For this objective, sequential minimum energy designs are suitable which has three major steps below:
2. Fit a Gaussian process emulator using completed runs and add follow-up runs one-by-one.
Let the density function be defined by
wheref max is the estimated global maximum output value andf (x) is the predicted outcome value at x. Let the energy function be
The new point x n+1 shall minimize r(x n+1 ) where
3. Stop when a certain number of points are added or inf x r(x) goes above a value.
In this algorithm, high d(x) implies relatively low output values and high x i − x implies good interpoint distance. As a result, the added runs tend to locate in low outcome regions and not too close to any completed run.
It can be seen that the two algorithms are very similar to each other. The primary difference between them, as well as many other adaptive design methods, lies in the criterion to choose follow-up runs (e.g., g(x) in (6) and r(x) in (8)). The criterion is the key to the success of adaptive designs. It needs to generate denser points in more interesting regions while scattering points uniformly in local regions. Most adaptive design methods are greedy in assuming that the next run to be added is the last run. As a result, if many follow-up runs are added in a local area, these points have no space-filling property.
Sliced rotated sphere packing designs provide a non-greedy approach for adaptive designs.
For the objective of emulating nonstationary computer experiments, our first strategy has the following three steps:
-based sliced rotated sphere packing design using the second algorithm in Section 3.2. Run experiments using D 1 and obtain the outputs.
Treat points in ∪ s j=2 D j as candidates for follow-up runs. The new point x n+1 shall maximize g(x n+1 ) in (6) where
3. Stop when a certain number of points are added or the sup x g(x) goes below a value.
Instead of searching for the entire [0, 1] p to find an x that maximizes g(x), we propose to search over a short list of candidate points. Apart from the apparent advantage of reduced computation, the new strategy ensures space-filling properties when multiple follow-up runs are added in a local area. For a local area with m initial runs, up to roughly pm follow-up runs can be added while preserving the p 1/2 (p + 1) (−1−p)/(2p) n 1 −1/p separation distance among all initial and follow-up runs, where n 1 is the number of initial runs.
In the above strategy, we use the same criterion, namely g(x), and the same stopping rules.
Because baby points have the same interpoint distance, using g(x) is equivalent to using e(x) in (5) alone. We now propose a simpler criterion. For i = 1, . . . , n 1 , let
wheref (x) is the predicted outcome from emulating all initial runs andf −i (x) is the predicted outcome without using the ith run. For any baby point, letẽ(x) be defined as the averageẽ value of its parents. In some rare cases, none of the parents of a baby point is located in [0, 1] p .
Such baby points are assigned with highestẽ(x). Theẽ(x) criterion is a further simplification from e(x); using this criterion, we do not need to refit Gaussian process models after new runs completed.
Below we summarize design strategies introduced for the emulation objective:
MmLH Use a non-adaptive maximin distance Latin hypercube design.
MmLH-CV Use a maximin distance Latin hypercube design for n 1 initial runs; use the crossvalidation based criterion g(x) in (6) to add follow-up runs.
SRSPD-CV Use sliced rotated sphere packing design with n 1 adult points; use the cross-validation based criterion g(x) in (6) to add follow-up runs.
SRSPD-CV2
Use sliced rotated sphere packing design with n 1 adult points; use a modified error functionẽ(x) in (9) to add follow-up runs.
We compare these methods numerically on average prediction error from Gaussian process emulation over 10000 independently and uniformly sampled testing locations, assuming n 1 = 13 and altogether n ≥ 13 runs are used. For each method, the results are averaged based on 100 randomly generated designs. To add randomness into SRSPD-CV and SRSPD-CV2, we use w = 100 and randomly generated Rs for sliced rotated sphere packing designs, which is different from our general recommendation for p = 2. The results are shown in Figure 6 .
Seen from the results, adaptive methods perform better than MmLH for n ≤ 20. Clearly, adding no more than seven points in the bottom-left corner is better than scattering points uniformly in the design space. However, it is not beneficial to add more than seven follow-up runs since the bottom-left corner cannot contain too many points. The SRSPD-CV performs uniformly better than MmLH-CV. There are three possibly reasons for this. Firstly, follow-up runs of MmLH-CV may not be located in space-filling locations because the greedy one-at-a-time strategy cannot simultaneously control locations of multiply follow-up runs. Secondly, for MmLH-CV the balance between volatility and interpoint distance may not be ideal. This may result in too much focus on either volatility or interpoint distance.
Indeed, it is unknown if g(x) in (6) is inferior to e(x)min
In contrast, for SRSPD-CV separation distance properties are ensured by the sliced lattice structure and g(x) is used solely to measure volatility. Lastly, because it is computationally infeasible to compute g(x) for every x ∈ [0, 1] p , for MmLH-CV we only compute g(x) on 5000 randomly generated positions as recommended by Jin et al. (2002) . Thus, the added runs may be subopti-
The SRSPD-CV2 performs better than SRSPD-CV for 17 ≤ n ≤ 22. This might because of the deficiency of e(x). Clearly, e(x) decreases as more points are added near x. This may hinder adding more points in the left-bottom corner. In contrast, adult points from a sliced rotated sphere packing design have the same interpoint distance to other points, makingẽ(x) a fair measure on volatility. To sum it, when using sliced rotated sphere packing designs, much simpler criterion can be used; the parent-child relation may help in defining the criterion. Besides having better performance than MmLH and MmLH-CV, SRSPD-CV and SRSPD-CV2 take much less time.
The SRSPD-CV2 also allows follow-up runs to be added in parallel.
We now return to the global minimization problem. The most popular method to the minimization problem is the EI algorithm below (Jones et al., 1998): 1. Carry out n 2 initial runs that is uniformly distributed in the design space.
Let the expected improvement of a new point x n+1 be
where x 1 , . . . , x n are the evaluated runs, z + = z if z ≥ 0 and z + = 0 if z < 0. In the formula, f (x n+1 ) is random because the new run has not been carried out yet. Jones et al.
(1998) gave a deterministic formula to compute EI(x n+1 ) for any given x n+1 . The new point x n+1 shall maximize EI(x n+1 ) where
3. Stop when a certain number of points are added or sup x EI(x) goes below a value.
The minimization problem is different from the emulation problem. In order to ensure optimality, many points need to cluster around the minimum; these points cannot be space-filling.
The EI criterion does exactly this. It was reported in that sequential minimum energy designs do not work well for finding the single minimum. This is presumably because the energy function in (8) tends to spreads points away from each other. However, because sequential minimum energy designs give promising points for the response surface minimum, we develop an algorithm that combines the energy function with the EI criterion:
1. Carry out n 1 initial runs that come from a maximin distance Latin hypercube design.
2. Fit a Gaussian process emulator using completed runs and add n 2 − n 1 follow-up runs one-by-one. The new point x n+1 shall minimize the energy function r(x n+1 ) in (8) where
3. Fit a Gaussian process emulator using completed runs and add more follow-up runs oneby-one. The new point x n+1 shall maximize EI(x n+1 ) in (10) where
4. Stop when a certain number of points are added or sup x EI(x) goes below a value.
The four-step algorithm above replaces the first step of the EI algorithm by sequential minimum energy designs with the same number of total runs. This adds adaptiveness to the n 2 initial runs. From our experience, the new algorithm generally outperforms the original EI algorithm. We further modify the algorithm using sliced rotated sphere packing designs. Because baby points of sliced rotated sphere packing designs have the same interpoint distance, it suffices to use the density function d(x) in (7) to replace the energy function r(x n+1 ). Also because baby points are located in the center of their parents, it suffices to use the average output value of parents as the predicted outcome of baby points. Clearly, this criterion is much simpler and model-free. Our proposed algorithm has the following three steps:
-based sliced rotated sphere packing design with n 1 adult points using the second algorithm in Section 3.2. Run experiments using D 1 and obtain the outputs.
2. Fit a Gaussian process emulator using completed runs and add n 2 − n 1 follow-up runs one-by-one. The new point x n+1 shall minimize the average output value among parents of x n+1 , where x n+1 ∈ ∪ s j=2 D j . However, baby points with no parent are carried out with highest priority.
We compare the above-mentioned methods numerically:
MmLH The original EI algorithm using a maximin distance Latin hypercube design in the first step.
SMED The four-step algorithm using the energy function.
SRSPD The four-step algorithm using the average-parent-output criterion.
As recommend in Jones et al. (1998) , we use n 2 = 10p for all methods. Remark that for all three methods, the same EI criterion is used for the (n 2 + 1)th and subsequent runs. The difference lies in how the first n 2 runs are generated. For SMED and SRSPD, we set n 1 = 13 for p = 2 and n 1 = 5p for p > 2. For a fair comparison, the stopping rule is set on the number of runs. We consider the four test functions that were used in Jones et al. (1998) , namely the Branin function, the Goldstein-Price function, the Hartmann 3 function and the Hartmann 6 function (Dixon and Szego, 1978) . Their dimensions are 2, 2, 3 and 6, respectively. For each function with each strategy, we repeat the procedure for 100 times and compute the response value, namely the minimum output value among completed runs. To add randomness into the SRSPD strategy, we use w = 100 and randomly generated Rs for sliced rotated sphere packing designs. We depict the response value as a function of the number of completed runs in Figure 7 .
Seen from the results, both SRSPD and SMED perform well in finding promising points using the first 10p runs. In most cases, they continue to find good input sites earlier than MmLH. In particular, SRSPD is the best method for the Branin and Goldstein Price functions and one of the best methods for the Hartmann 6 function. Although not as good as SMED for Hartmann 3, SRSPD has the best overall performance. This clearly suggests that adaptive sliced rotated sphere packing designs are useful for the minimization problem. Similar to the emulation problem, the benefit may come from the distance properties of follow-up runs, the robustness of the simple average-parent-output criterion and the fact that we can obtain the exact optimum of the criterion.
Besides, SRSPD takes less time and allows parallel computation in the second step.
Although the most important component of adaptive designs is their criteria for choosing follow-up runs, our main focus here is not to provide new adaptive designs with new powerful criteria. Instead, our goal is to show the advantage of using a short list of candidate points for follow-up runs and that sliced rotated sphere packing designs are suitable under this strategy.
We have shown that adaptive sliced rotated sphere packing designs can be used in combination with exact or simplified criterion that has been proposed before. For complex problems that no adaptive design criterion has been proposed, it should be easier to invent a criterion for our strategy than for usual adaptive designs. As discussed, a criterion for sliced rotated sphere packing designs only needs to measure how interesting positions are. In contrast, a criterion for usual adaptive designs need to strike a proper balance between more points in interesting regions and better distance properties. Furthermore, the lattice structure and the parent-child relation may help in developing fair criteria. The down side is that our strategy only allows points coming from two densities; it does not allow very dense points in a small region.
Conclusions and discussion
In this paper, we propose a new class of sliced space-filling design called sliced rotated sphere packing designs. We also propose a space-filling type of sliced lattice, based on which sliced rotated sphere packing designs achieve good distance properties. Because of their delicate local structure, sliced rotated sphere packing designs are suitable as adaptive designs.
The construction algorithms proposed in Section 3.2 apply to any types of sliced lattices.
Sometimes we should consider sliced lattices other than (A * p , A p , B). For example, to design computer experiments with one qualitative variable ofs levels and several quantitative variables, sliced lattices with exactlys slices are desired. A future research problem is to construct sliced rotated sphere packing designs with flexible number of slices.
We also propose a strategy to use sliced rotated sphere packing designs adaptively. The strat-egy requires a criterion for choosing follow-up runs that are suitable to the specific scientific goal. The criteria we have proposed for emulation and optimization problems may not be optimal. Further improvement by using more complex criteria are possible. Our main focus is to corroborate the usefulness of the new strategy. Separate studies are needed to find the best algorithm for various applications such as finding an excursion set whose output is above a target value (Chevalier et al., 2014) and estimating a percentile of the output distribution (Oakley, 2004) . We plan to work on these problems in the future.
Similar to ordinary rotated sphere packing designs, a major restriction of sliced rotated sphere packing designs is on the number of dimensions. Although sliced rotated sphere packing designs are useful for 2 ≤ p ≤ 6, they are not suitable for high-dimensional problems.
